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In the wild boar garden Tinójárás (in
Mélykút), which is 600 ha, there are beating
huntings organized with a significant game bag.
During these hunts 80-130 wild boars (boars
with 18-22 cm tusk length) can be brought
down.
6422 Tompa, Felsősáskalapos 25.
Tel.: +36 77 551 470, Fax: +36 77 551 477
E-mail: dkk@kefag.hu, totha@kefag.hu
The Forest Management Unit Észak-Kiskunság
manages the hunting grounds in Kerekegyháza
and the Nyíri forest, on a territory of 9 000
hectares, which is woodland in more than 60 %.
The central part of the hunting ground Nyíri forest
is a deer-forest of 1200 hectares (remaining
stands of oak plantations), where hunting is a
remarkable experience, just like on free land
with almost sure shooting possibility.
Game in season: roe deer, wild boar, fallow deer.
Roe deer represents an average quality in the
region, trophies may have a weight of over 450
grammes.
The quantity and quality of wild boar population
are outstanding, eventually with tusk lengths of
23 centimetres.
The most significant wild species are fallow
deers, with some trophies over 5 kilogrammes.

6041 Kerekegyháza,
Dózsa György út 117.
Tel: +36 76 546 202,
Fax: +36 76 371 109
E-mail: ekk@kefag.hu, madacsis@kefag.hu

The hunting grounds of the KEFAG Co. Ltd.
are located in the middle part of Hungary, on
the sand dunes of the Danube-Tisza Inter-fluvial Region. The greatest part of the 43 000
hectare territory is covered by forest, the rest
is cultivated. Our excellent forester-hunter employees offer our hunting guests services of
the highest quality possible.
Accomodations at our Company:
The exclusive HUNTING LODGE in
BUGAC with its 7 rooms is located within the
hunting ground. Guests (max. 15) can take advantage of the comfort of the lodge enjoying
the traditional tastes of Bugac and using the
possibilities of sauna, tennis, horse-riding and
puszta-programmes. Reservation:
Virágh Zoltánné Tel.: +36 30 748 6928
bugac@kefag.hu, viraghz@kefag.hu
The HUNTING LODGE SÁSKALAPOS in
Tompa offers a firstclass accommodation
in a tranquil, well-tented atmosphere, at the
edge of the hunting ground. In the guest-house
there are 5 double rooms,
therefore an undisturbed rest is guaranteed.
Reservation:
Szendi-Horváth Judit
Tel.: +36 30 689 7364, szendi-hj@kefag.hu
The HUNTING LODGE NYÍR receives
exclusively its guests who are hunting on the
hunting grounds of KEFAG Co. Ltd.
Reservation: Huszárikné Kiss Emőke
Tel.: +36 30 202 1011, vackorvar@t-email.hu

„CHASING GAME AND
FOREST MURMURS...”

Széchenyi Zsigmond

11,00 kg - 233,54 CIC points
Császártöltés 7. Sept. 2014.

Kiskunság Forest Management and Wood Industry Co. Ltd

H-6000 Kecskemét, József Attila u. 2.
Tel.: +36 76 510 400, Fax: +36 76 328 318
Web: www.kefag.hu/ Hunting
E-mail: kefag@kefag.hu
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The hunting ground of the Forestry Management Unit in Bugac is 10 010 ha, two-third of
which is covered by forest. Juniper-poplar
forests are typical for this area.
There is mainly big game. Game in season:
fallow deer, red deer, roe deer, wild boar. The
population of fallow deer is not big, however
fallow bucks with trophies of 8-9 kg have been
shot. The quality of the red deer population has
been increasing, trophies of 3-4 kg are characteristic. Roe deer live in forest habitats, trophies
of the best bucks may reach 400g. The population of wild boar has increased recently.

5,30 kg - 214,88 CIC points Kelebia, 19. Oct. 2014.

6114 Bugac, Felsőmonostor 545.
Tel.: +36 76 575 520, Fax: +36 76 372 603
E-mail: bugac@kefag.hu, fodorm@kefag.hu
11,55 kg, 217,63 CIC points
Kunfehértó 5. Sept. 2013.

The hunting ground of the Forestry Management Unit in Császártöltés is 11 634 ha. Due
to the habitat characteristics it is a typical big
game hunting ground. Game in season: red deer,
roe deer, wild boar. This hunting ground is famous for its excellent red deer population with
trophies of 7-10 kg or sometimes even 11kg. The
wild boar population is stabile due to the appropriate habitat and the countinuous feeding. The
roe deer population is of medium quality with
an average trophy size of 200-350g.
6239 Császártöltés, Sport tér 7.
Tel: +36 78 543 010, Fax: +36 78 443 119
E-mail: csaszartoltes@kefag.hu, gals@kefag.hu

The hunting ground in Kelebia is 11 450 ha, it
is covered by forest in appr. 60%. Game in season:
red deer, fallow deer, roe deer, wild boar.
The essence of hunting is the fallow deer population, of the best quality. During the troating of
fallow bucks in October great old bucks can be
shot, more than 70% of the trophies are appreciated with a medal. In 2014 22 of 28 received
medals: 17 golden, 4 silver and 1 bronze. The average weight of trophies with medals reached 4,56
kg. 6 trophies with golden medals received more
than 200 CIC points.
A significant game of the hunting ground is the
red deer with good trophy quality; the average
trophy weight is 6-8 kg, however it can reach 10
kg as well. The roe deer population is also significant, it has a middle trophy quality (300-350 gr).

5,10 kg – 212,43 CIC points
Kelebia 16. Oct. 2012.

